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Enjoy the feeling of freedom with mobile travel! In 2023, it’s our plea-
sure to provide you with a wide and varied range of high-quality “Made 
in Germany” protective covers for caravans, motorhomes or camper 
vans once again. Thanks to the clear structure of our Product cata-
logueue, navigating your way to the article you want will be a breeze. 
The user-friendly layout will give you a perfect overview of the impres-
sive, larger-than-ever HINDERMANN product portfolio. The intensive, 
atmospheric visual imagery will also ensure better identification of 
individual products. QR codes next to the articles will take you straight 
to a detailed description on our website.

The successfully implemented Magazine section of the catalogue has 
been very well received, confirming that our effort to present not only 
our core business, but also camping news and the human stories of 
people behind the scenes in the industry, was the right step to take. 
Ultimately, everything is closely interconnected and of interest to the 
camping community. If you have any questions, suggestions for future 
subjects for us to look at, or simply want to share your views with us, 
we would be delighted to receive your feedback by e-mail at service@
hindermann.de.

Mobile travel is a wonderful way to live your life more spontaneously 
and with fewer restrictions. For more than 70 years, the freedom of-
fered by this special form of holiday travel has been the driving force 
behind the development of our products. As a German family firm 
based in Delbrück in Westphalia, dependable quality has always been 
at the top of our agenda. You can rely on us to provide high-quality 
product solutions fashioned by a combination of meticulous human 
craftsmanship and modern precision engineering. You can expect add-
ed value from HINDERMANN. You can rely on us!

Best wishes from Westphalia

Tobias Hindermann
Managing partner
Third generation

RV travel with  
HINDERMANN
A strong season, a strong catalogue. The HINDERMANN Product Magazine.
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 Tobias Hindermann  
Managing Partner 
HINDERMANN GmbH & Co. KG

You can also find us at:

 hindermann.de/en
 mobiles-reisen.hindermann.de/en
 instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann
 facebook.com/hindermann1949
 youtube.com/@mobiles.reisen.hindermann1949
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p. 6–33 Thermal protection 

p. 34–63 Protective covers

p. 88–99 Wind guard

p. 100–115 Organizing systems

p. 116–123 DIY conversion

p. 130 Product overview

USING THE CATALOGUE

Portrait   

Interview

Knowledge

LMC from Sassenberg p. 66

At home with 
Ullrich Caravaning p. 78

Camping in numbers p. 76

Inside
HINDERMANN online p. 86

Product picture 

Highlights

Product name

Description

Product details

Product category

Better structured, better organized. We’ve  
redesigned the entire catalogue to guide you in 
a targeted way through our extensive portfolio. 
With the individual QR code or link, you can now 
reach our website directly to get an even more 
comprehensive look at your desired product.

QR code and link to the  
product page on our web- 
site. Here you can also find  
all vehicle models for which 
the item is available.

Catalogue
Ready? Feel free to browse the  
many new attractive products in our 
updated catalogue. It’s time to enjoy 
life again and travel in comfort. Find 
what you camper heart’s looking for 
right here.
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p. 8–19 Front mats

p. 8–25 Exterior insulation

p. 26–33 Interior insulation

Being on the road in all seasons is also a question of 
equipment. Good climate protection or shading make 
your motor home especially comfortable. This is true for 
windy days in the fall, as well as sub-zero temperatures 
in the winter or sunny, heat-intensive days.

Our specially combined mats and tarpaulins insulate 
against the cold in winter and keep the sun’s rays out-
side in the summer. The entire vehicle remains signifi-
cantly warmer and stays noticeably cooler. Sometimes, 
all you need is an intelligent, yet simple way to keep cool 
– it’s like air conditioning but without the noise and is 
cost-effecitve, too!

Experience the  
seasons at 
pleasant 
temperatures
Thermal and sun protection for mobile homes 
and caravans
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 Unobstructed view to the outside Mirror slot

 Lashing flap Door pocket

 Elastic cords attached quickly

 Lashing flap  Covers ventilation slits *

 Unobstructed view to the outside
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ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/QKYGh

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/DejcS

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.

For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

This innovative HINDERMANN sun protection mat SCREEN with its specially woven, 
open-pored surface provides ideal protection against sunlight and unwanted views, 
but allows you to look out from within.

Universal version for integrated motor homes

This innovative HINDERMANN sun protection mat SCREEN universal with its specially 
woven, open-pored surface provides ideal protection against sunlight and unwanted 
views, but allows you to look out from within.

Sun protection mat SCREEN Sun protection mat SCREEN universal

Highlights

 Sun protection
 Privacy
 Unobstructed view
 Reduces heat 
 Improves indoor climate

Highlights

 Sun protection
 Privacy
 Unobstructed view
 Reduces heat 
 Improves indoor climate
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1  Insect curtain (p. 60)
2  Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS (p. 12)
3  Magnetic wind guard (p. 90)

2

3
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For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles  

In winter it insulates against the cold. In summer it of-
fers an effective way of keeping sunlight out, prevent-
ing it from penetrating through the glass panes and 
heating up the interior. If the weather is nice, you can 
open the front and observe nature or the comings and 
goings outside the vehicle. Made of weather-resistant 
thermal foil with aluminium-vaporized and UV stabi- 
lized polyester film on either side.

Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS

 Door pocket*o
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 Mirror slot

 Lashing flap

 Velcro strips

 Velcro strips
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Highlights

 Provides insulation from  
 the cold, heat and drafts

 No more misted windows
 Reduces the interior  

 temperature
 Reflects sunlight
 Protects privacy
 Outward view possible  

 when front is open
 Outer surface features  

 special UV radiation  
 protection 

 No more condensation

 Covers ventilation slits *

For integrated motorhomes

This universal front screen insulation mat has been specially designed to fit the di-
mensions of integrated motorhomes. In winter it insulates against the cold. In sum-
mer it offers an effective way of keeping sunlight out, preventing it from penetrating 
through the glass windowpanes and heating up the interior.

Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS universal

Highlights

 Provides insulation from  
 the cold, heat and drafts

 No more misted windows
 Outer surface features special  

 UV radiation protection
 Outward view possible  

 when front is open
 Reduces the interior  

 temperature
 Reflects sunlight
 Protects against 

 ice and snow
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 Elastic band quickly attached  Integrated elastic band

 Full cover protection  Lashing flap

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/aqv17

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/PMIAp

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

High-quality external insulation mat features excellent insulation properties and light-
weight design. The material is winterproof and is easy to roll up or fold even in very 
cold weather. As is standard with HINDERMANN external insulation mats, the front 
flap opens in the CLASSIC version too.  

Thermal window mat CLASSIC
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For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

For a variety of models, HINDERMANN offers a removable screen insert as an  
optional practical accessory.

Screen insert CLASSIC

 Protected from unwanted views

Highlights

 Protects you from cold and heat
 Reduces indoor temperature  

 during sunshine in summer
 Outward view is possible  

 when front is open
 Approx. 20 mm black insula- 

 tion for keeping light out and  
 protecting against high heat

 With pull straps for easy  
 opening

 Optional detachable screen  
 insert 

 No more condensation

Highlights

 Sun and privacy protection
 Unobstructed view from  

 within
 Increases privacy
 Reduces heat buildup
 Improves indoor climate

The screen insert can also 
be kept in place when the 
mat is closed.
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 Covered ventilation* Pull straps for easy opening

 Lashing flap: protects paintwork Door pocket*o
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 Unobstructed view to the outside

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/PwZSy

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/UAza8
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For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles

The one-piece HINDERMANN thermal window mats 
LUX provide both ideal heat insulation for winter 
travels and effective protection against the sun’s 
rays for the summertime. When used in winter, outer 
insulation increases the surface temperature on the 
inner side of the panes, thereby considerably reduc-
ing the risk of condensation forming inside the vehi-
cle. 

If the window mat is closed over in summer, the sun’s 
rays won’t get through the glass pane in the first  
place, meaning the interior will not heat up so easily. 
In beautiful sunny winter weather the front flap can 
be opened, allowing the sunshine to additionally heat 
up to the interior, saving the camper energy costs.

Thermal window mat LUX
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Highlights

 Available for semi- and  
 fully integrated vehicles

 Protection from the cold
 Lightweight and custom fit
 On request with LUX DUO  

 bottom section
 No more condensation

Extension module LUX DUO

Screen insert for  
LUX and LUX DUO

The extension module LUX DUO is a 
lower covering including floor skirt 
that can be fastened to the window 
mat with Velcro strips.

 Details on page 18

A removable screen insert as an op- 
tional practical accessory for thermal 
window mat LUX and LUX DUO.

 Details on page 19 Covered ventilation*

 Slot for side-view mirror Lashing flap: protects paintwork

 Velcro strips provide additional stability

 Door pocket

 Pull straps for easy opening

17
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 In integrated vehicles, the insulation mat 
is attached on the driver’s side with an 
inside pocket and on the passenger side 
either with LOXX press studs (included) or 
a keder track (not included). Here, a textile 
keder is attached along the top edge and 
a separate second one with broad Velcro 
fastening is included in delivery.

Snap fasteners, keder track 
for integrated vehicles
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ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/U7iTu
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Extension module LUX DUO

 Wind guard  Velcro fastening

18 Product catalogue 19

For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles 

For a variety of models, HINDERMANN offers a removable screen insert as an  
optional practical accessory.

Screen insert LUX 

Unobstructed view  
to the outside

Highlights

 Sun and privacy protection
 Unobstructed view from  

 within
 Increases privacy
 Reduces heat buildup
 Improves indoor climatea

Highlights

 Save on heating costs and  
 increase living comfort  
 during winter holidays  
 thanks to complete  
 insulation of vehicle front

 Material identical with  
 window mat

 Attached wind guard  
 protects against drafts 
 from underneath the cab

 Extension module also  
 individually available at a  
 later date

The screen insert can also  
be kept in place when the 
mat is closed.
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For vans, alcove, fully and semi-integrated vehicles

HINDERMANN has developed the extension module LUX DUO to prevent cold drafts 
from passing through the non-insulated engine compartment, the wheel arches and 
the footwell even throughout winter months. For connection with the window mat, 
there is a built-in Velcro strip at the top. The material 
is identical to the windowmat, however it has a slight-
ly thinner insulation to save volume while traveling. In 
combination with the top part of the HINDERMANN 
thermal window mat LUX, a complete two-part thermal 
insulation is created for the entire cab. This way the ve-
hicle’s entire cabin can be effectively protected against 
the cold. 

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/nK3Sm

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/GqPiO
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 1  Thermal window mat LUX (p. 16)
 2  Extension module LUX DUO (p. 18)

1

 2
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For caravan windows

Thread the HINDERMANN thermal mat FOUR SEASONS into the welt rail above the 
caravan window with a serial textile welt (diameter 7.0 mm) for protection against 
cold and heat, and to protect the window against scratching. It has an all-round sil-
ver-grey polyester border and rounded corners. The thermal mat is fastened at the 
bottom with either press studs or eyelets with rubber tensioners.

For motorhomes

The HINDERMANN thermal tarpaulin LUX with integrated 10 mm polyester insulation 
keeps the front or rear of caravans free of ice and snow and prevents drafts. With  
draw cord fastening system and eyelets along the lower edge for tensioning. Rubber 
tensioners are included in delivery.

Thermal tarpaulin LUX Thermal mat FOUR SEASONS

 Lashing strap with anti-friction surface

Highlights

 Protection against cold/ 
 noise/scratches

 Blocks out light also at  
 the sides

 Protects against bird  
 droppings or tree sap

Highlights

 Protection against cold/  
 scratches

 Blocks out light
 Protects against bird  

 droppings or tree sap
 Outer surface protects  

 against UV rays
 Protects your privacy

 Lashing straps that also protect surfaces 
from friction

 To open and store, simply roll up
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ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/g4AQd

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/ttNOO
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Thermal dog mat
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Warm mat for your four-legged passenger

Your four-legged friends will find a warm cosy spot anywhere with this insulated dog 
mat. Soft surface, non-slip underside and cushioned PU foam insulation to keep the 
cold away from below. Easy to clean and simple to store, the HINDERMANN thermal 
dog mat for inside and out is the perfect spot for your pets.

 Light grey polyester velour top 
with open mesh fabric underneath

Material

The mats are made from a 
cosy-looking material, whose 
core consists of approx. 8 mm 
thick PU foam with a sandwich 
structure. The top is made  
from light grey polyester 
velour, the underside features 
an open-pore, non-slip mesh 
fabric
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ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/pbsLm
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Inside insulation mat TRAVEL Inside insulation mat PREMIO
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For VW California, Multivan and Caravelle

The aluminized polyester film with a light-gray textile surface inside offers reliable 
protection against heat and cold as needed. The HINDERMANN inside insulation mat 
TRAVEL is made for vehicles with interior paneling and is delivered in a set. Install-
ing the thermal film is easy with loops in the front, magnets on the sides and suction 
cups on the back window of the vehicle.

For Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer, Citroën Jumper

Outstanding insulation effect thanks to its ability to reflect the sun’s rays and create 
a barrier against the cold: the three-piece cab insulation satisfies the highest de-
mands and combines cold and heat protection with a cozy design. The special sand-
wich material follows the window contours and combines an aluminum-coated  
polyester film on the outside with an 8 mm foam insulation and polyester velour  
with a soft surface on the inside.

Highlights

 Form-fitting, high-quality  
 cab insulation

 Aluminum-coated polyester  
 film outside

 Comfy gray fleece inside
 Attaches easily with pockets  

 and magnets

Highlights

 Perfect fit, high-quality  
 cab insulation

 Aluminum-coated polyester  
 film on the outside

 Soft, comfortable, polyester  
 velour on the inside

 Attached quickly with lashing  
 and magnets

 Available in gray und beige

 Dense and dark  Extra secure  Extra secure

 View from outside Metal brackets for magnetic fastening

 Attached quickly with magnets

 View from living area Easy to attach

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/nJKdn

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/bEfwM

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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Footwell insulation PREMIO

Highlights

 For the footwell below the  
 dashboard and floor area  
 between seats

 Prevents cold drafts in  
 entrance area

 Due to its three-dimensional  
 tub shape, it closes off the  
 front entrance areas 

For many types of vehicles

The HINDERMANN footwell insulation PREMIO offers 
effective protection against heat loss in the footwell 
area and slows down cold from infiltrating. Choose your 
tub-shaped model according to your wishes and vehicle 
type with or without an opening for a cup holder or a 
covering for the area between seats. 

In combination with a thermal curtain, this footwell 
insulation is ideal for keeping the inside at a pleasant 
temperature. The comfortable surface is robust and 
easy to clean.

For Ducato, Jumper, Boxer

HINDERMANN’s thermal curtain 
PREMIO protects from cold infiltra-
tion and heat loss in the RV living 
area. The U-shaped insulation curtain 
is made of high-quality films with a 
velour layer on the living area side 
and a reflective aluminum coating on 
the cab side. The 8 mm PU foam in 
between insulates efficiently against 
cold and heat.

For alcove vehicles

Holds the heat, keeps out the cold: 
with HINDERMANN’s thermal sepa- 
ration curtain PREMIO, additional 
insulation is created under the alcove 
that can be conveniently opened with 
an entry to climb through.

Available in light beige and light gray

Thermal curtain 
PREMIO

Thermal separa- 
tion curtain PREMIO

 Tub-form offers more protection Perfect fit
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 Open and roll up  Multimedia access Fastening with press 
studs

 Access flap with knob, 
fastens with magnets

Warning: Do not use while 
driving!

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/S587n

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/eKbKh

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/0tD9t
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PREMIO

Increased in-van comfort

The HINDERMANN sliding door insu-
lation PREMIO is custom-made to fit 
the door opening of the Fiat Ducato 
model 250 / 290 (models from 2007 
onwards, high door version) – uni-
versally compatible with most indi-
vidual vehicle manufacturers’ con-
figurations and fit-outs.

Universal fit

Easy to pull on or take off the steer-
ing wheel. Whether it’s a short stop 
or a longer stay, this practical heat 
protection is perfect for sunny sum-
mer days and prevents the steering 
wheel from getting uncomfortably 
hot.

 Needs little space  
when tucked away

 Universal fit Foldable  Simple attachment
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Thermal protection 
steering wheel

Sliding door  
insulation PREMIO

PREMIO is an excellent composite made up of two 
materials. The aluminum-coated surface on the 
outside reduces the impact of the sun‘s rays. The 
inner side facing the living area consists of a soft, 
comfortable thermo velour in beige or gray. Every 
PREMIO product is precision made at our West-
phalian site.

MATERIAL INFORMATION

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/i0cVV

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/pcZ5T
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One-piece rear door insulation PREMIO Two-piece rear door insulation PREMIO
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With or without window opening

A temporary means of added protection against the cold, quick to assemble for in-
creased comfort and an enhanced recreational experience. The HINDERMANN rear 
door insulation PREMIO is custom-made to fit the H2 body shape of Ducato models 
250 and 290 and is quick and straightforward to install. Only during initial assembly 
do press studs need to be attached or do any adjustments to the vehicle manufac-
turers’ various add-ons need to be made. When not in use, the insulation mat can be 
rolled up and stored in the bag.

Without window opening

The HINDERMANN 2-piece rear door insulation PRE-
MIO can be installed and removed in a flash thanks to 
magnetic fasteners. Both surfaces overlap in the cen-
tre.

Highlights

 Efficient insulation
 Protection against draughts
 Quick installation 
 Overlap in the centre of  

 the door 
 Allows access to rear door  

 handle
 Increased living comfort 
 Cosy design 
 Innovative solution 
 Fast and convenient handling

Highlights

 Increased living comfort
 Efficient insulation
 Protection against drafts
 Cosy design
 Easy handling

 Quickly installed with magnets  Attaches magnetically inside door opening Also available in shorter version  Also available with window opening

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/ruJ2C

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/n53Zu
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p. 36–41 Bicycle protection  

p. 42–49 SUPRA made of Tyvek®

p. 50–55 Wintertime 

p. 56–59 Protective covers for outside

p. 60–63 Protective covers for inside

Not all good things come from above! All the more reas-
suring to know that your faithful travel companion is well 
taken care of. This is especially true for protecting and 
safeguarding your valuable friend outside the season.

Whether you’re looking for partial protection of the 
front, roof or bicycle, or the entire motorhome or trailer 
– we’ve got you covered with breathable, dirt-repellent, 
impenetrable covers to protect against rain, snow and 
more! Equipped with many functionalities, our high- 
quality, systematically constructed vehicle covers  
continue to deliver year upon year making for the ideal 
mobile garage and inexpensive winter shelter.

Get going 
again at ease
Protective vehicle tarpaulins and caravan covers
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Protective bicycle cover BASIC ZWOO 

With reflective stripes and high-quality 
PU coating

The three-dimensional cover is pulled over 
the rack from the back in the direction of 
the vehicle, also protecting the bottom 
side of the bike rack. A large section on 
the back reaching towards the vehicle is 
also protected, but not completely sealed. 

Incl. rubber tensioners with hooks that 
can be pulled through the hem. With a 
large transparent pocket for the warning 
sign (not included in delivery).

Application area Bicycle racks on the 
back of camper vans and caravans. 

 Straps

 Transparent pocket

 Reverse side  Rubber tensioner

37
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Protective bicycle cover CONCEPT ZWOO

With reflective stripes and high-quality 
PU coating

The HINDERMANN protective bike cover 
CONCEPT ZWOO is an all-round sealed  
cover which safely houses both the  
bicycle rack and the bicycles. Assembly  
is easy: the front is simply closed at 
standing height using the zipper.  
Extra securing with HINDERMANN  
ADDITIONAL STRAPS is recommended.

Application area Motorhomes with bike 
racks. 

 Completely covered

 No adjusting of handlebars

 Zippers

 Easy handling

ONLINE
Model variants, dimensional drawings  
and article numbers

 lmy.de/cW1Ch

ONLINE

Model variants, dimensional drawings  
and article numbers

 lmy.de/dhWMD
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Bicycle protection cover CITY Protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL ZWOO

With reflective stripes and high-quality PU coating

The high-quality HINDERMANN bicycle protection cover 
CITY is pulled over the rack from the back in the direc-
tion of the vehicle, also protecting the bottom side of the 
bike rack from becoming dirty.

Application area Standard bicycle rack on right back  
of vans

 Up to 3 bikes  Integrated elastic cord

With reflective stripes and high-quality PU coating

The HINDERMANN protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL 
ZWOO is designed primarily for bike racks mounted on 
tow bars, but its box shape makes it universally usable, 
e.g. for scooters on a platform. It is pulled over the bikes 
from above. Along the lower edge is an incorporated  
hollow seam for the elastic cord which is enclosed  
unattached. The cover is equipped with a transparent  
pocket for the warning sign (not included).

 Up to two bicycles, will also fit an additional  
 child’s bicycle on a third rail 

 The new size XL is designed for three adult bicycles 
 The bicycle handlebars do not have to be adjusted 

To ensure that the cover sits tightly and is securely 
attached, we recommend HINDERMANN’s belt system, 
item no. 8950-2350, with hooks on both sides to attach 
to the eyelets on the transparent pocket.  p. 119

Application area Racks on trailer coupling or tow bar

Accessory
Straps with hooks at both ends

Straps with hooks at both ends for 
attaching to the eyelets of the warning 
sign‘s transparent pocket.

Two length-adjustable straps, one 
for horizontal and one for vertical 
fastening.

 Practical belts on the outside

 Elastic cord along bottom edge

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/wQY2h

ONLINE

Model variants, dimensional 
drawings and article numbers

 lmy.de/O5Y36
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Protective bicycle cover PROFESSIONAL

With reflective stripes and high-quality 
PU coating

The new HINDERMANN protective bicy-
cle cover PROFESSIONAL was developed 
specifically to protect up to two bicycles 
during transportation on a rear platform 
rack on a motorhome. 

The box-shaped protective cover is pulled 
over the bicycles from above and sealed 
all around. To allow for easy removal and 
set-up of the bicycles when the protect- 
ive cover is attached, the cover features 
an ample front flap that can be opened 
using the (reflective) zippers. This means 
that the protective bicycle cover does not 
need to be removed each time and can 
remain on the rack. 

Application area Bicycle racks on cargo 
carriers

Highlights

 Secure quickly with tensioning belts
 Elastic bands hold protective cover securely  

 on left and right
 No additional belt system necessary
 Up to 2 e-bikes

 Tensioning straps

 Practical belts

 Rubber tensioners

 Up to 2 e-bikes

Protective  
padding BIKE

Made of soft polyester wadding

HINDERMANN protective padding 
BIKE offers protection against poten-
tial abrasive damage to mounted bike 
covers during driving. It provides  
cushioning for protruding edges, 
such as handlebars, bike pedals or 
luggage racks. Attaching the pro-
tective padding is simple: they are 
simply pushed on and held in place 
by a Velcro fastening.

 Luggage rack protection

 Bike pedals 

 Handlebars

ONLINE

Model variants, dimensional drawings  
and article numbers

 lmy.de/MPXGX

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/7fP5e
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SUPRA 
made of 
Tyvek®

Our breathable protective tarpaulins

Breathable protective tarpaulins made of Tyvek® are invaluable all year round due to the 
material’s ability to help preserve the value of a motorhome. This tear-resistant, durable  
HDPE fabric can lie directly on top of the vehicle and remains breathable even under 
snowy conditions. Made with Tyvek® by the innovative DuPont company in Luxemburg.

4 Resilient

The sum of its physical 
properties makes Tyvek® 
an unparalleled material. 
It is strong, tear-proof and 
can also withstand ex- 
treme loads.

5 Re-usable

Protective covers and 
storage covers made of 
Tyvek® can be cleaned 
and used multiple times.

6 Simple to process

Tyvek® is easy to work 
with and can be readily 
cut, glued, sewn, punched 
and stitched. If required, 
it can be furnished with 
eyelets, Velcro fasteners, 
loops or snaps.

7 Recyclable

Tyvek® is 100 per cent  
recyclable and can be 
used to make a wide  
variety of products.

8 Light-weight

Tyvek® weighs signifi-
cantly less than com-
parable materials. It 
saves additional costs by 
re-quiring hardly any  
storage space.

breathable

MATERIAL INFORMATION MATERIAL INFORMATION

1 Breathable

Tyvek® is breathable, so 
it prolongs the service 
life of certain products, 
protects valuable works 
of art against condensa-
tion damage and protects 
vehicles against rust.

2 Water-resistant  

Tyvek® is water-resistant, 
at the same time allowing 
moisture to escape from 
the inside.

3 Pliable

Tyvek® has a soft surface 
and is therefore particu-
larly gentle on packed 
goods. 

FIND OUT MORE  
ON OUR WEBSITE

 lmy.de/deJ0V
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Front tarpaulin SUPRA universal Front tarpaulin SUPRA

Made of Tyvek®

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA universal is easy to attach: simply hooked 
into the rear-view mirror and tensioned. Rubber tensioners are included in delivery 
(no screws or drilling). Without insulation.

Made of Tyvek®

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA is easy to attach: simply hooked into the 
door edges and tensioned. Rubber tensioners are included in delivery (no screws or 
drilling). Without insulation.

Highlights

 Breathable, durable,  
 water-resistant

 Simply pull over door edge  
 and secure tightly

  Rubber tensioners are  
 included as standard

  Seals tightly
  Available for different  

 vehicle models

Highlights

 Breathable, durable,  
 water-resistant

 Simply hang on rear-view   
 mirrors and tighten

  Protects from sun, rain,  
 snow and dirt

 Available for different  
 vehicle models

  Prevents fading  
 and protects  
 rubber sealing

  Light and pliable 
  Seals tightly

 Lashing flap  Door pocket Integrated elastic cord  Front view

 Attached to mirror  Mirror slot  Side view  Lashing flap 

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/NWqV9

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/pK7Gz

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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Made of Tyvek®

Thanks to the one-piece design, the HINDERMANN Driver’s cab jacket SUPRA is  
easily attached by hooking into door edges while slightly ajar. The front flap can be 
opened up to the height of the mirrors. The outer edges are carefully hemmed.  
Various fastening eyelets on the lower edge and rubber tensioners are  
included in delivery. Without insulation.

Made of Tyvek® for Vans

HINDERMANN’s light and pliable roof 
tarpaulin SUPRA can be easily stowed 
away into a small package, yet offers 
outstanding protection from sun, rain, 
snow and dirt. The coating and material 
of the entire roof surface are protected, 
rubber sealing along skylights remains 
flexible and upholstery doesn’t fade. 

Breathable protective tarpaulins made 
of Tyvek® are invaluable all year round 
thanks to the material’s physical prop-
erties and help preserve the value of the 
motorhome. This tear-resistant, durable 
HDPE fabric can lie directly on top of 
the vehicle and remains breathable even 
under snowy conditions.

Highlights

 Breathable, durable and  
 water-resistant

 Protects against sun, rain,  
 snow and dirt 

 Prevents fading and protects  
 rubber seals

 Front flap can be partially  
 opened

 Tailored to the contours of  
 the respective vehicle model

Highlights

 Three sizes, suitable for three Fiat Ducato  
 lengths

  Attachment with side lashing straps and belt  
 system

  Breathable, durable, water-resistant
  Light and pliable
  Protects from sun, rain, snow and dirt
  Prevents fading and protects rubber sealing

 Velcro fastening

 Front view

Driver’s cab jacket SUPRA Roof tarpaulin SUPRA

 Front flap

 Mirror slot

 HINDERMANN’s roof and 
front tarpaulin SUPRA (p. 45) 
together provide a weather-
proof and durable protec-
tion for vans and camping 
vehicles. 

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/CkcjO

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/thZWk
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Made of Tyvek® for caravans

The universal-fit HINDERMANN front tarpaulin SUPRA, made of breathable, prac-
tice-proven Tyvek®, protects the vehicle interior from sunlight in hot weather and 
protects bottle crates from snow and ice in winter. It also prevents draughts inside 
the vehicle. The protective tarpaulin features a textile keder with a diameter of 7 mm 
which is simply pulled into the keder track, the bottom edge features eyelets for ten-
sioning.

Highlights

 Also usable on the rear side
 Protects the interior from  

 sunlight
 Breathable
 Simply pull into keder track  

 and lash down via eyelets at  
 the lower edge

Front tarpaulin SUPRA

 Integrated eyelets for easy lashing down with rubber tensioners, which are included in the 
delivery.

End to end oversight. The material is 
cut right on site and each article is 
manufactured combining the precision 
of the human hand with modern ma-
chine technology. For products  
in reliable HINDERMANN quality.

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/zLLDX
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Customized patterns for motorhomes and caravans

HINDERMANN’s vehicle cover WINTERTIME is made of 
SFS non-woven material. The breathable membrane 
offers both high tear-resistance and low weight and is 
far superior in quality to conventional films or fabric-re-
inforced tarpaulins. 

This water-resistant vehicle cover is cheaper than 
any type of outdoor shelter and protects mo-
torhomes, camper vans and trailers year-round 
against sun, rain, snow and dirt. Simple and prac-
tical: four zippers ensure access anytime with the 
protective cover in place. Five different patterns 
and a variety of versions with different dimen-
sions ensure that you will find the right protective 
cover for your fully integrated, semi-integrated 
motorhome (with or without alcove) or camper 
van from different manufacturers. A particularly 
practical feature: four zippers allow access at all 
times – no need to remove the cover.

Highlights

 All-year protection from sun,  
 rain, snow and dirt

 Breathable, water-resistant,  
 durable and tear-resistant

  Four zippers for easy  
 attachment and access  
 to both sides

  Hems with eyelets, belt  
 system, elastic bands  
 on front and back

  Pliable, light and saves  
 space in protective bag

Vehicle cover WINTERTIME

 Light and easy to stow in protective bag

 3-ply SFS NONWOVEN 
material

 Breathable

 Front view  Zippers Can be rolled up

 Tensioning material

Details

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/w4pk1

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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For caravans

In winter, the HINDERMANN front tarpaulin WINTERTIME keeps the bottle compart-
ment free of ice and snow and prevents any potential drafts. The tarpaulin is at- 
tached using feed-in piping and eyelets on the lower edge for tensioning (rubber  
tensioners are included in delivery).

Highlights

 Breathable and water- 
 resistant

 Fastening is carried out via  
 feed-in piping

 Rubber tensioners are  
 included in delivery

 The built-in zipper allows  
 views to the outside

 Zipper Velcro fastening

Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

 Rubber tensioners: built-in  
eyelets make lashing down easy with 
rubber tensioners.

Tear-resistant and light-weight

HINDERMANN’s roof tarpaulins WINTERTIME are manufactured from breathable, 
triple-ply SFS NON-WOVEN material and stand out due to their outstanding tear 
resistance and light weight. The roof tarpaulins feature triangular flaps all around 
for tensioning. The tensioning material is included in delivery, as well as an oversized 
storage sack and a repair set. 
The covers and tarpaulins can be used throughout the wintertime and beyond.

Highlights

 Water-resistant and  
 breathable

 No metal structure  
 necessary

 Triangular flaps all around  
 for tensioning

 Tensioning material included  
 in delivery

 Spacers

 View from above

 Corner protectors Gable profiles

 Side-squeeze buckles

Roof tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

Suitable accessories for retrofitting on p. 118
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ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/hJI6l

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/vNCFL



ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/GeZI6
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For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

HINDERMANN driver’s cab jacket is made of breathable SFS-3 material from the 
WINTERTIME series. The tarpaulin is made in a single unit and is easy to fasten. It is 
simply hooked into the door edges while doors are slightly ajar and tensioned.  
All outer edges are carefully hemmed. The lashing flaps are equipped with reliable 
additional protection against friction on the paintwork. Version without insulation. 

Highlights

 Breathable and water- 
 resistant

 Easy to fasten
 Front flap can be opened  

 to the height of the mirrors
 Rubber tensioners  

 are included 
 in delivery

 Front flap Front view

 Velcro fastening

Driver’s cab jacket WINTERTIME 
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For vans, alcove vehicles and semi-integrated vehicles

The HINDERMANN front tarpaulin WINTERTIME is made of breathable SFS-3 mate-
rial. The tarpaulin is made in a single unit and is easy to fasten. It is simply hooked 
into the door edges while doors are slightly ajar and tensioned. All outer edges are 
carefully hemmed. The lashing flaps are equipped with reliable additional potection 
against friction on the paintwork. Version without insulation.

 Mirror slot  Door bag

Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

 There are lashing flaps with plastic 
eyelets along the bottom edge. They 
provide additional protection against 
friction on paint.
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A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/4eN77

Highlights

 Protects against drafts  
 and dirt

 Breathable and water- 
 resistant

 Attached with door 
 pockets, snug fit

 Rubber  
 tensioners are  
 included in  
 delivery

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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Tow bar cover DELUXE

The professional quality of HINDER-
MANN’s tow bar cover DELUXE is 
unbeatable: shapely, two-tone design 
and first-class workmanship, the 
version with a center bar offers more 
volume so that the anti-theft device 
can remain installed. The tried and 
true bag shape is easy to pull on and 
fits perfectly on any drawbar. The 
high-quality and UV-stabilized leath-
erette upholstery protects against 
sun, rain or snow.Three materials to choose from.

Tow bar cover made of tarpaulin 
Tow bar cover made of nylon fabric 
Tow bar cover made of plastic film

Tow bar covers

Tow bar cover, logo print

Whether motorhome deal-
er, riding club or camp-
ground: customize your 
product. We print your 
logo right on your tow bar 
cover using high-quality 
silk-screen printing.

 Rubber tensioner  Robust protection on 
edges

 Two-tone design, with centre bar for added volume

 In Westphalian Delbrück, we print your 
logo on tow bar covers made of PVC film or 
high-quality tarpaulin material.

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/CH18M

FIND OUT MORE  
ON OUR WEBSITE

 lmy.de/PRoBf

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/vN5NH
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For caravans and trailers

A HINDERMANN tow bar cover offers 
the best protection against extreme 
weather in summer and winter. The 
tried and tested bag shape is easy to 
fit, perfect for any size or shape of 
tow bar, and offers all-round protec-
tion against oil and grease. Our tow 
bar covers have robust edges rein-
forced with edging tape and practical 
rubber tensioners.
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Soft artificial leather

The sensitive skylight is covered 
quickly with the protective cover 
made of soft, robust leatherette, so 
the heat stays outside on hot, sunny 
days. At the same time, the artificial 
glass is protected from scratches, 
dirt or sap from overhanging trees. 
Manufactured for a perfect fit on a 
variety of models. 

Weatherproof and flexible

Weatherproof, flexible and with an 
extra layer that absorbs impact, the 
HINDERMANN hail protection cover 
safeguards the satellite dish against 
hailstorms. In addition, the surface 
of the satellite aerial is protected 
against UV radiation. The cover does 
not interfere with reception, so it 
can stay on when you are watching 
TV. Fits numerous models.

High-quality sandwich material

Specially for hail protection, 14 mm 
thick sandwich material: on the out-
side the gray imitation leather pits 
itself against rough weather condi- 
tions, while underneath the combina-
tion of fully porous PVC foam combin- 
ed with insulating polyester padding 
protects against impact, heat and 
noise. The inner surface is made with 
extra soft and gentle Tyvek®.

Soft artificial leather

The HINDERMANN protective cover 
for air conditioners made from a new 
close-fitting, soft artificial leather, 
protects valuable equipment dur-
ing stationary periods and in winter 
against leaves, sand and moisture. 
An elastic rubber band on the bot-
tom edge ensures a tight seal.
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Hail protection cover 
for satellite dish

Protective cover 
for roof windows

Insulation and hail 
protection cover

Protective cover 
for air conditioners

 Elastic band Elastic band Elastic band  Locking hook Velcro straps Secure hold Fits perfectly  Rubber band

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/U4PiS

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/Q6fB5

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/6Tb5G

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/7QEiQ
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Access to window opening and blinds

Material

The material is a closemeshed, 
non-flammable polyester fabric with 
very good outward visibility and good air 
circulation. It shields up to 65 per cent 
of sunlight, significantly reducing the 
heat build-up in the vehicle.

For Sliding door and Rear door

To keep troublemakers like mosquitoes and flies outside and increase living comfort, 
HINDERMANN has further optimized its famous insect-protection curtains. HINDER-
MANN insect curtains are custom-made matched to the door opening of all vehicle 
models and always provide full coverage of the entrance.

Insect curtain

Highlights

 Magnetically attached –  
 quick and easy

 Doors can stay open
 Lets in plenty of light and  

 fresh air
 Clear view to the outside

Zipper enables easy 
door entry

Easy to attach 
with magnets
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Two-way zippers can be 
used inside and out  1 , 
magnetically attaches  
inside door opening of  
MB Sprinter  2 .
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1

1

2

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/GClNK

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/Mu2L2

INSECT PROTECTION CURTAIN SLIDING DOOR INSECT PROTECTION CURTAIN REAR DOOR



Slipcover for cab seats
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For Ducato und Sprinter

Comfortable, two-tone HINDERMANN slipcovers for protecting original upholstery. 
Universal fit for original seats in Fiat Ducatos (starting 2007) as well as MB Sprinter 
AGUTI Milan 12 with mounted/integrated headrests. Slipcovers for unpadded arm-
rests are also available. 
The tow-tone HINDERMANN slipcover for the cab is available in the color combina-
tions dark gray/light gray or beige/sand.
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Throw cover  
for cab seats

Caravan bottom 
front protection

 Elastic band

 Lashing cords including 
surface protection

 Terrycloth cover

 Velcro fasteners

 Keder

 Back

Well-protected through the winter

Protects the bottom front of cara-
vans from ice and snow. The robust 
tarpaulin is winterproof and features 
a protective coating. Three universal 
sizes, special model for Knaus.

Warning: Cover must be removed 
before moving vehicle

Universal fit

Simply hang over the headrest, 
spread over seat and the throw cov-
er protects seats with headrest from 
dirt and wear. HINDERMANN’s throw 
cover for vehicle seats is manu- 
factured for universal fit.

Highlights

 High-quality, Alcatraz velour  
 imitation leather

 Resistant to dirt and stains
 Washable at 30 °C
 For original Ducato/Sprinter  

 seats with mounted/ 
 integrated headrests

 Holds securely with elastic  
 bands and Velcro fasteners Slipcover for the cab in the  

color combination beige/sand
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ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/rNjHL

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/DWxAd

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/sKBXc

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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Camper magazine
Extra

Photo campaign
and competition

p. 84

Welcome to our Camper Magazine!
Once again, we’d like to offer you some 
interesting and entertaining facts from the 
world of camping. And you can join in, too: 
find out more about our photo campaign 
and competition!

Camper magazine 6564

A camper van in
the fast lane

LMC
p. 66

Some interesting diagrams

Camping in
figures

p. 76

Behind the scenes 
of the camping boom

Ullrich
p. 78
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A camper van in
the fast lane 
We talk to LMC’s Head of Marketing Nina Wesselmann about 
industry trends, digitalisation, sustainability and the successful 
cooperation with Nova Meierhenrich and Hindermann.
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1  LMC motorhomes receive 
their finishing touch in the 
Finishing Shop 

2  Quality assurance on the 
Caravan production line

3  Installation of wastewater 
tanks, opening insulation and 
pipework on the Camper Van 
line

are physically close to one another,” says the experienced 
camper.

44 layouts and three segments
Nina Wesselmann oversees all communications related to 
every product in the extensive product portfolio. There are a 
total of 44 vehicle layouts across the three segments Cara-
van, Motorhome and Camper Van. Due to chassis availability 
issues, the only layout currently on offer for camper vans is 
from Ford. As in other industries, there are problems with 
supply chains. LMC’s product managers for the respective 
vehicle series are trying to find an optimal solution by sub-
stituting suitable replacements. It is the marketing team’s job 
to determine the appropriate communication strategy. 

Camper expertise from the digital world 
The camping industry moved into the digital age several 
years ago, and social media have had a particularly sig-
nificant influence on marketing at LMC. Uploading digital 
content to the various channels demands a lot of crea-
tivity from Nina Wesselmann and her team. Campaigns 
are reconfigured and adapted to the requirements of fol-
lowers, fans and users. This also has an effect on the de-
velopment of camping vehicles. “External influences play 
their part. For example, Facebook groups and comments 
are monitored by marketing and the results passed on to 
our product management colleagues,” says Wesselmann. 
Consequently, there is a closer bond with the target group: 
“We need the campers’ expertise.” In the context of the 
update of the Cruiser series, LMC and Pro-Mobil maga-
zine are jointly organising a workshop – the first of its kind 

– which genuine campers can sign up for. The subject of 
the workshop is the needs and experiences of campers. 
What do campers focus on, what is important for ensuring 
a good night’s sleep in comfort, how urgent is digitalisation 
as a whole? Product managers and designers are equally 
intrigued as to the outcome. Exchanges with the 200 or 
so members of the LMC Club have been a firmly estab-
lished part of corporate communications for a long time. 
New trends and products are presented, and external input 
is integrated into the design of new series. Campers with 
years of experience look at practicability from a completely 
different angle, whereas LMC, as a manufacturer, must also 
take technical standards and escape route regulations into 
account. According to Nina Wesselmann, who is satisfied 
with the close exchange with customers: “We have a very 
faithful, loyal target group that is keen on exchanging ideas 
among themselves and works superbly as a community”. 

1

3

2
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Nina Wesselmann loves variety – so her job as 
Head of Marketing at caravan maker LMC is 
right up her street. It gives the mother-of-two 
unlimited scope to use her natural creativity 

and talent for organisation. Looking after the LMC brand 
includes keeping the target groups in view on many lev-
els, giving input on new products, supervising their market 
launch and staying in contact with business partners. The 
cooperation with Nova Meierhenrich and Hindermann is 
also one of her responsibilities. These are just two of the 
many exciting new projects that the 41-year-old is looking 
after. We spoke to the expert about this and learned why 
camping is attractive and where the industry is heading. 

Everything – and nothing – is routine 
Nina Wesselmann’s computer boots at 8 o’clock. Time to 
check her e-mails, get a general overview of the day ahead 
and then get started on her core task: communication. Co-
ordinating matters in-house with the marketing team and 
liaison work to keep projects involving several departments 

up to speed are all in a day’s work for 
her. Of course, there is a list of regular 
to-dos in her diary, such as designing 
the catalogue or updating the web-
site, but the topics are changing all 
the time, just like the diversity of the 
tasks they entail. “The new models are 
added to the website, and coordinat-
ing that entails a string of additional 
tasks,” says the marketing expert. Or-
ganising cut-out shots of every new 
model or creating 360-degree pano-
ramic images with interior shots and 

film material for the digital trade fair booth – these are 
just some examples of what goes on behind the scenes to 
guarantee a convincing result for the LMC camping com-
munity. A new editorial schedule for adding content to so-
cial media channels is drawn up a month in advance, so 
creativity is demanded from the marketing team time and 
time again: “What I love most is the variety!”

Marketing is there from the start
Marketing already provides documentary support for the 
creation and planning of new vehicle series or relaunches 
such as the recent facelift of the Style series. Marketing 
makes sure that the LMC family face is preserved inside 
and outside the vehicle. Nina Wesselmann’s department is 
also responsible for legal matters, such as ensuring that 
new vehicle names do not infringe any trademark laws. Her 
team works hand in glove with designers, product man-
agers and Sales to guarantee the success of a new prod-
uct launch. This excellent collaboration is helped by the 
fact that the departments are next-door neighbours: “We 

External influence plays a part. 
We need campers and their 
hive-mind expertise.

From Sassenberg in North Rhine Westphalia to the four corners 
of the earth – besides caravans and camper vans, another LMC 
product is in the fast lane right now: the Innovan. LMC’s Head 
of Marketing Nina Wesselmann talks about how the YouTube 
series #InnoVANLIFE with presenter and actor Nova Meierhen-
rich came about, which special design element Hindermann 
contributed to the Innovan and what is trending in the camping 
industry.



The corresponding social media groups are autonomous – 
LMC did not set them up, and it does not moderate them 
either. Although the company or trade retailers play an ac-
tive part in individual groups, but only to answer specialist 
questions or to give advice. 

Digital marketing focus
Naturally, the shift towards digitalisation has also changed 
the focus of marketing from printed catalogues to digital 
presentation. How is the website designed, how is content 
displayed on social media platforms? Now the focus is on 
increased brand awareness, appealing advertising and, of 
course, attracting and retaining a larger customer base via 
the website. Nevertheless, Nina Wesselmann still believes 
in the value of a healthy, sensible cross-media mix of print 
and digital presentation.

Community moves camping into the mainstream
“Camping has become more modern. If you look back 20 
years, campers were ‘a closed group’. Since then, camping 
has become more mainstream,” says Nina Wesselmann. 
The community has brushed away the cobwebs and made 
camping more attractive for everyone. Numerous posts 
with photos and text that appear under the hashtag #van-
life make an important contribution to camping’s new, 
modern image, and increase widespread acceptance of 
this form of holiday travel.

In the ascendancy: camper vans
If you ask Nina Wesselmann what has been trending recent 
years, her clear answer is: “The camper van segment, with-
out a doubt!”. Sales have rocketed. While the caravan mar-
ket remains stagnant, there is a positive tendency in camp-
er van sales. An enthusiastic camper herself, she owns a 
caravan and an old VW camping bus (known affectionately 
as a “Bulli”), so she has first-hand experience which allows 
her to really understand what makes the LMC target group 
tick. The flexibility, comfort and manoeuvrability of camper 
vans make them so attractive.

Pitches in short supply
The increased popularity of camping has resulted in a 
denser market, so pitches need to be booked well in ad-
vance. This sometimes detracts from the romantic image 
of camping as a spontaneous expression of freedom. Ac-
cording to Nina Wesselmann, the German Caravanning In-
dustry Association (CIVD for short) is collaborating with 
policymakers in an effort to find new ways of creating more 
campsite pitches. LMC supports the digital brokerage plat-
form you-and-a-view.com, which allows private providers 
to offer up to three pitches: a good, value-for-money alter-
native for spur-of-the-moment adventurers. LMC is trying 
to improve the pitch provision situation. “We collaborate 
closely with the dealers who also run campsites,” says 
Wesselmann. “We plan to expand in that direction”. The 

1950 Development of first caravan 
FALTER I

1955 Foundation of the company 
and construction of the legendary 
trailer KNOSPE

1978 First motorhomes constructed

1985 The Münsterland, Luxus, Müns-
terland-Dominant, Lord and Lord 
Exquisit series are a success

2015 Anniversary year with the mot-
to: 60 years of passion for caravan-
ning!

2021 LMC brand relaunch

NKC award  
The LMC Tourer Lift H 730 G is 2022 
Camper of the Year in the Semi-In-
tegrated category. 

No. 3 in the Best Brands 2022  
The readers of CARAVANING maga-
zine vote the LMC Style and Style 
Lift into the top 3 in the “Lower 
Medium Range” category. 

German Brand Award 2021 in the 
category “Transport & Mobility”  
LMC receives a “Special Mention” for 
its submission on “Strategic orienta-
tion and management of our brand 
LMC”.

DCC Safety Prize 2021 
Deutscher Camping-Club e.V. awards 
LMC this prize for the LMC Sassino 
470 K

Lord Münsterland Club International 
The customers’ club was founded on 
the initiative of LMC vehicle owners 
in 2008 and now has around 200 

active members.
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campsites themselves have also reacted to the enormous 
increase in the number of campers. “Many campsites de-
liberately block 20 to 25 per cent of their bookable capac-
ity to allow campers to turn up spontaneously.” And most 
of these spur-of-the-moment campers arrive in a motor-
home or camper van.

Hello camping newcomers!
According to Nina Wesselmann, the LMC target group has 
grown. There are many camping newcomers, she says, a 
statement backed up by figures compiled by camping trade 
fair CSD. Campers are getting younger, too: “This could be 
a combined result of the factors camper van, product port-
folio and brand rejuvenation.” The registration statistics for 
urban vehicles support the theory that a young generation 
of campers is coming through. Many motorhome users 
tend to look at the aspect of comfort, which is also a reflec-
tion of their financial background. Younger customers, on 

the other hand, tend to favour camper vans because they 
are much cheaper. Thanks to their size, vehicles based on 
panel vans can also be used as a car for the daily commute 
or shopping trip. However, Nina Wesselmann is a realist 
who believes that the big camping boom is over. “There is 
now a lot of uncertainty surrounding the development of 
energy costs and interest rates, which is discouraging con-

Nina Wesselmann
LMC Head of Marketing 

 

Wine or beer? 

Wine, no question.
Beach or mountains? 

Depends on the season. Surfing at the beach in summer, snowboar-ding in the mountains in winter. 
Caravan or camper van?  

Caravan at the mo-ment. I’d like to go back to the camper van in future.
Tent and airbed or luxury 

cruise? 

No more tents and air-beds, no luxury cruises yet.

sumers from buying luxury goods.” The marketing manager 
expects that sales will soon return to their old level. 

The key issue of sustainability 
Compared to air travel, camping is a more sustainable way 
to spend a holiday. For every new development or planned 
product replacement, LMC always checks the availability 
of a sustainable alternative. Since the facelift for the Style 
series, for example, the curtains are 100 per cent linen and 
one of the upholstery fabrics is made from 100 per cent 
recycled PET bottles. “Whenever we consider something 
new, we always ask whether there’s a sustainable, equally 
practicable and economically viable alternative,” explains 
Nina Wesselmann. According to the results of a survey 
conducted at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf, the clientele 
considers sustainability to be more important than digi-
talisation. There has also been a direct poll of customers 
at LMC as to whether the company offers a 100 per cent 
sustainable product, says Nina Wesselmann. However, the 
marketing expert qualifies this by saying that sustainability 
cannot be viewed only in relation to environmental impact. 
As an employer, LMC is also trying to establish a corporate 
culture which focuses on people. This includes education-
al programmes for the workforce and collective bargaining 
agreements that improve the compatibility of family life 
and work. Since its expansion in 2018, production at LMC 
has become more energy-efficient: “We have a wood chip 
incineration plant. Wood chips and sawdust are collected 
in a silo, then burnt to produce energy to heat our produc-
tion department. That makes us relatively self-sufficient.” 
Projects aimed at saving electricity are running in parallel, 
with additional in-house campaigns to raise awareness. 
The idea is to sensitise employees to switch off computers 
and lights when it’s time to go home for the day, or close 
the windows when the air conditioning is on etc. Sustain-
able growth is also an issue. Regional sourcing and the 
location of suppliers play a role, though sometimes only 
a partial one. “We generally try to source raw materials re-
gionally. For example, our timber comes from Poland rather 
than East Asia. We have to consider whether the final price 
is still affordable for our customers.” 

Looking forward to tomorrow
As far as Nina Wesselmann is concerned, the traffic lights 
all show green for the future, and developments will contin-
ue. LMC’s Head of Marketing is sure of one thing, though: 
“Everyone is equal on the campsite. They all buy the same 
bread rolls!”. We would like to close with this excellent sum-
mary of the camping experience. Thank you for the frank 
and interesting interview. All the best for 2023!

Whenever we consider some-
thing new, we always check 
whether there’s a sustainable, 
equally practicable and econom-
ically viable alternative.

1  Last Stage of the production 
line: Adding trim stickers to the 
caravan

2  Foreground: first stage of the 
caravan line; background: first 
stage of the camper van line

1
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At the end of 2021, Nina Wesselmann received a 
special request from presenter and actor Nova Mei-
erhenrich on Facebook: “She was impressed by the 
Innovan, the camper van we had launched that year. 
She had fallen in love with it, especially the beautiful 
interior.” Following in-depth consultations and selec-
tion of the interior equipment, the well-travelled na-
tive of Hamburg finally bought her very own Innovan 
– the beginning of a cooperation which has endured 
to this day. “Nova Meierhenrich plans trips, informs 
and tags us, so we can also share her experiences 
with our followers.” Nina Wesselmann has also set up 
a YouTube series with the presenter. Five episodes 
are already online, and more are planned. “The idea 
is to show newcomers to camping what to watch out 
for. What kind of camper are you? Do you live in the 
van for longer periods, are you the weekend trip type, 
would you like to work in the van?”

Special project with Hindermann
Customisation requirements which deviate from the 
standard model for Nova Meierhenrich’s Innovan are 
not usually a problem for LMC. She was planning a 
girls’ road trip where two of the occupants would be 
sleeping in the pop-up roof extension, but as they 
would be travelling to Denmark in February or March, 
it needed to be insulated. “Hindermann came round, 
took the measurements and finished the job!”, said 
the delighted, experienced camping expert. As the 
trip was arranged at short notice, the tight deadline 
put Hindermann under time pressure, but they man-
aged to deliver the goods within three weeks. Nina 
Wesselmann confirmed that the modification had 
been a complete success: “The van was designed to 
make modifications easy to handle, and the real-life 
test proved that the roof sleeping area is warm and 
cosy. “In fact, the special construction for the pop-up 
roof from Hindermann was such a success at LMC 
that it will probably go into serial production as early 
as 2024. Nova Meierhenrich is very happy with the 
product and continues to post lots of updates about 
her Innovan.

 instagram.com/nova_meierhenrich

1   2  Nova Meierhenrich  
with her Innovan “Bagheera”

LMC Caravan GmbH & Co. KG
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 4
48336 Sassenberg

 lmc-caravan.com
 instagram.com/lmc_caravan

Innovan fan
Nova Meierhenrich

2

3  The Innovan – made in 
Sassenberg

4  Preparing to fit the roof 
canopies

 3

4
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Camping 
statistics
The camping boom continues, as shown by the 
interesting graphics and statistics on this page.

Number of 
campsites in 

Germany

What advantages/ 
benefits do you  
associate with  

camping?

Where would 
you get your 

information about 
holiday routes and 

campsites?

Which type of landscape would 
you prefer when choosing your 

campsite location?

2.8622.818

2.452
2.279

2020

20222020201320061999

2018

2006

1999

Caravans Motorhomes Camper vans
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53 %
Forest

73 %
Lake

70 %
Seaside

49 %
Mountains 13 %

Suburban

4 %
Urban

61 %
Internet 

in general

79 %
Closeness 
to nature

39 %
Friends 

and family

56 %
Adventure

55 %
Cheap holiday

23 %
Advice from 

travel experts

42 %
Sleeping in one’s 

own bed

39 %
Community

41 %
Travel operator 

websites

69 %
Independence 
and flexibility

24 %
Social media
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Number of newly registered 
motorhomes and camper vans

Sources: Statista, ADAC, Dertour, CIVD



Behind the 
scenes of 
the camping 
boom

It’s a familiar feeling for camping lovers: the holidays are here at last – time to pack 
the van and set off to enjoy the best season of the year! An entire industry is working 
behind the scenes to ensure that every camper enjoys a trouble-free adventure holiday 
with the unlimited freedom and spontaneity that characterise the camping experience. 
We meet Guido Ullrich to find out about the market situation, the industry’s need for 
skilled workers, and the situation at campsites. 
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As the executive manager and owner of Ullrich Caravaning and 
a member of the board of the DCHV (the Association of Ger-
man Caravan and Motor Home Dealers and Renters), Guido Ull-
rich talks about the challenges facing the camping industry.

Guido Ullrich is a busy man. As executive 
manager and owner of Ullrich Caravaning 
and a member of the board of the DCHV 
(the Association of German Caravan and 
Motor Home Dealers and Renters), the 

51-year-old knows the camping industry like the back of 
his hand. And these are busy times for the industry. The 
pandemic accelerated the camping boom, but also re-
sulted in additional challenges for the camping business. 
There are times when campsite pitches, workshop spaces 
and skilled workers are in short supply. On top of this, the 
industry is experiencing supply chain problems, which is 
causing increased uncertainty among buyers and sellers. 
As passionate campers, Guido Ullrich and his team put 
their heart and soul into ensuring that the industry and 
holidaymakers alike can look forward to a stress-free fu-
ture. In a frank interview, the expert tells us how he does it.

Mr Ullrich, what does your regular work in the Associ-
ation look like?

I join my fellow board members for an online videocall 
once a month – sometimes more than that – to discuss 
things like the DCHV’s trade show presence, or basic 
and advanced training courses for dealers and their 
employees. We put a lot of thought into finding ways to 
offer dealers help and support, including legal advice, 
so that they know that we are right behind them. We 
also discuss market data and statistics, which we pre-
pare for presentation to our members, as well as being 
involved in working groups. I’m on the DIN Standards 
committee, for example.

How many members does the Association have right 
now?

Currently a total of 374 in Germany, plus our 64 support 
members.

What are the issues currently facing the DCHV?
One issue that is permanently on the agenda is appren-
tices and vocational training. For some time, the DCHV 
has been trying to set up a vocational training course 
that caters to what is required of a caravan technician. 
The CIVD finally made the breakthrough with the help 
of the DCHV and the Central Association of Bodywork 

and Motor Vehicle Engineers (ZKF). A new vocational 
qualification called “Bodywork and vehicle construction 
engineer specialising in caravan technology” has been 
created. The IHK (Chamber of Industry and Commerce) 
and Chambers of Crafts are also involved. We have re-
ceived an unusually large amount of positive feedback 
about our survey from dealers, and more than 280 en-
quiries about vocational training places. On the way to 
this qualification, the trainee will encounter a mixture 
of all types of work that can be expected in the work-
shop. We are confident that this new skilled occupation 
will create real added value for the industry. Overall, it’s 
fantastic to be able to teach apprentices both commer-
cial and craftsmanship skills.

Husband and wife Guido and 
Angelika Ullrich have been 

running the company since 
2003 in the 2nd generation
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How was the reception for the Cara-
van Salon in Düsseldorf?

From the DCHV’s side, but also unan-
imously, there were more potential 
customers looking at vehicles again, 
but fewer deals were clinched due to 
continuing supply uncertainties. We 
are confronted with a challenging sit-
uation. The dealers are working very 
sensibly, but they cannot always con-
trol when, and with what equipment, a 
vehicle will be delivered – so you can 
understand why fewer customers are 
buying new vehicles.

What advice would you give to potential buyers? 
They should look at the vehicles which are available in 
their dealer’s showroom ready to drive away. The ad-
vantage here is that you know exactly how the vehicle 
is equipped and what it costs. You can still order any 
vehicle with any equipment you want, of course, but at 
the moment there is no guarantee when it will be deliv-
ered and what the final price will be.

Camping is now attracting a lot of new customers. 
What does that mean for the industry?

A lot of positive effects! Although demand for vehicles 
has increased, we can’t deliver them all – for obvious 
reasons. If we didn’t have the supply chain issues we 
are currently facing, specialist dealers would be able 
to sell a lot more. Manufacturers also have production 
problems when they can’t get components. It’s impos-
sible to guarantee firm delivery dates or prices. Where-
as in the past it was normal for customers to sign an 
agreement with the dealers, the onus is now on the 
dealer to proactively approach the customer to discuss 
equipment modifications, postponed delivery dates and 
higher final prices. This costs the dealer a lot of addi-
tional time and effort. The customers are fairly relaxed 
about it because they know that other industries are 
encountering the same problems. We try as an asso-
ciation to help and support our members wherever we 
can, particularly in critical situations. We are in con-
stant contact with specialist lawyers, so we can pass on 
precise information and recommendations.

A completely different topic: do you believe that a die-
sel ban is coming? And if so, what effect could that 
have on mobile travel?

Personally, I think it will be difficult to implement a die-
sel ban, so diesel-powered vehicles will not disappear 
in the immediate future. Our industry has delivered a 
large number of vehicles to end customers who want to 
use them. I think hydrogen would be a sensible alter-
native to diesel, and chassis manufacturers are already 
drawing up corresponding plans.

Everyone knows that the industry has grown very rapid-
ly. Has the campsite infrastructure been able to keep up?

It’s a fact that campsite infrastructure is lagging behind. 
Initially, we benefited from the new situation because it 
wasn’t in vogue to go camping with the whole fami-
ly before. Flying used to be just as expensive, or even 
cheaper. We are now experiencing a boom and camp-
sites are full. In our private capacity, we have always 
found free pitches for our motorhome at the North Sea 
or Baltic coasts, even in the peak season. There was 
always room if we arrived early enough. If we didn’t 
look for a space until the evening, the overnight pitch-
es were already full. I take a lot of positives from this 
situation. You have to learn to go to the “in-between” 
places. Maybe not always the old favourites “Water” 
or “Mountains” – you can have a great holiday around 
here, too, in the Teutoburg Forest or by the banks of 
the Weser. You are guaranteed to find lots of camp-
sites that aren’t full. There is also the “Landvergnügen” 
(“Country Pleasure”) scheme, under which farms pro-
vide pitches and electricity for campers.

As a renter, do you find out where people are going? 
Longer distances, or is exploring Germany trending? Do 
people prefer caravans or camper vans?

There’s a bit of both, a bit of everything. Both caravan 
and camper van. I ask my customers how they plan to 
travel. If they want to spend three or more weeks at 
one campsite and go sightseeing or hiking in the sur-
rounding area, I recommend taking a caravan, because 
then they have a car to explore the surroundings. But 
if the customers want to move somewhere else every 
day, I advise them to take a motorhome or camper van, 
because they are more compact and can be parked al-
most anywhere. 

Do you think camping has become more modern?
Yes, partly because other types of holidays have be-
come more problematic. I remember all the cancelled 
flights during last year’s summer holidays. It’s easier 
to just say you packed your van two days ago, you can 
be flexible and drive in a completely different direction 
from what you originally planned. Of course, I also hear 
people saying the complete opposite and complaining: 
“For three years I’ve had to book in advance to get the 
first pitch in the first row next to the beach!”

What has changed most in the industry in recent years?
There is much more variety now than there used to 
be: all sorts of different vehicles, lots more small panel 
vans in various shapes and sizes, and motorhomes that 
can also be used as like an ordinary car. There were 
already “buses with a folding roof” in the 1960s, but the 

1  A covered washing space 
completes the service for 
vehicle sales and renting

DCHV
Trade association for cara-
van retailers, renters and 
service companies

 374 members throughout Germany 

 64 support members from the  
 fields of industry, wholesalers and  
 service providers 

 Cooperation with campsites and  
 tourism providers

 Represents members’ interests  
 in dealings with third parties,  
 ministries and public authorities

 Provides market data and  
 statistics on market trends and  
 vehicle registration

 Offers legal advice and assistance  
 with individual problems

 Promotes the exchange of ideas  
 among colleagues and the  
 exchange of economic data

 Runs advertising and PR  
 campaigns

  Provides vocational training  
 material and training concepts

INFO BOX

Deutscher Caravaning Handels-Verband e.V.
Große Falterstraße 3
70597 Stuttgart

 dchv.de
 info@dchv.de
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real boom has only just started. Now we have a vehicle 
that can be used as an everyday family saloon, but also 
as a camper for mini-holidays.

Have you noticed more demand for roof tents?
Nothing spectacular. We have one on offer and there 
is a bit of interest from customers, but my impression 
is that lots of people bypass this step and choose a 
vehicle with heating from the outset. That said, a roof 
tent is a great way to get into camping for the first 
time. It doesn’t cost as much as an entire camper van. 
The floor of the tent is also further from the ground, 
which appeals to a lot of customers who prefer to keep 
away from creepy-crawlies. It seems to me that tents 
are held in much higher regard in neighbouring coun-
tries. On a Danish campsite we saw adaptable tunnel 
tents. You can adapt any segment or segments you like, 
so that several families can sleep in a system of tunnel 
tents. As vehicle prices are rocketing at the moment, 
tents could be a really good way for the industry to 
meet increased customer demand.

How did work on the new building in Bad Salzuflen go?
We had needed additional workshop space for quite a 
while. In the end, we were forced to go ahead in order to 
be able to provide a decent service. Initially, construc-
tion work went smoothly, but we ran into difficulties 
when we started digging the foundations. The subsoil 

was a very awkward mixture of earth, stones, tree-
trunks and gravel, so there was a large area of spoil 
to dispose of. When we had finally got the building up, 
everything went swimmingly. Now we work in 2 spaces 
with the two additional external warehouses on a total 
area of 30,000 square metres.

What are Ullrich Caravaning’s plans for the future?
We’ve already decided to reduce the size of our sales-
room area to allow us to offer more service. In future, 
our mainstay will no longer be vehicle sales, but ser-
vice. We have workshop spaces to help us realise this, 
even if we keep two or three in reserve. That way, we 
can park vehicles we have already started equipping, 
but were unable to finish because the wrong parts were 
delivered – or ordered parts have not arrived at all – 
while we try to get the parts we need. We will no longer 
need to keep moving the vehicle in and out of the work-
shop, which we had to do in the past when we only had 
one workshop with limited space.  

How does workshop capacity look at the moment?
We are currently running at full capacity for the next 
two weeks. Lead times vary, depending on when we get 
the parts. Wanting them is one thing, but getting them 
is another. The question is always: how “special” is the 
order? It can sometimes take between 9 and 18 months 
to get hold of front panels and gas lockers. We hope 

that the situation will sort itself out in the long run and allow us to 
get back into calmer waters. 

What does your typical day look like?
Open up the shop, talk to the staff, join video conferences, clarify 
organisational points and, in the afternoon, resolve problematic 
cases. And then lock up again, of course (smiling).

What do you like most about your job?
The fact that I can plan my day to suit myself, I can put things 
back or bring them forward as I choose. That’s a liberty I can al-
ways take. The job makes demands on my time, of course. If you 
put the business first, you notice that the family has to wait. Emo-
tionally, you’re between a rock and a hard place.

Where do you prefer to travel on holiday?
We’ve always favoured the coast: Croatia, the North Sea or the 
Baltic. When we want to change our pitch frequently, we prefer 
to use the motorhome, if we want to stay in one place for longer, 
we take the caravan. That’s the best thing about camping: you are 
not tied down to any one place, or even one country. We often say: 
where shall we go now? Let’s see where we end up. Routes just 
plan themselves on the spur of the moment, because it doesn’t 
matter whether we have a cup of coffee here or somewhere else. 
No need to plan today or tomorrow’s schedule in detail. Camping 
is all about freedom. 

Thank you for giving these insights into the work of the DCHV and 
telling us about the challenges facing the camping industry. We wish 
you a successful season and – naturally – happy camping! 

Wine or beer? 

Personally, beer
Beach or mountains? 

Beach – seaside  or lakeside 
Caravan or camper van?  

Both 
Tent and airbed  
or luxury cruise?  

Somewhere in  between

Reinhard Ullrich GmbH & Co. KG
Heerser Weg 45
32108 Bad Salzuflen

 ullrich-caravaning.de
 instagram.com/ullrich_caravaning

1  New workshop section with 
three lifting platforms, brake 
tester and training room

2  Main entrance to the shop,
workshop reception area and
rental counter

Guido Ullrich
Executive Manager & 

owner Ullrich Caravaning
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on Photo competition
Holiday photo 
of the year!
Many thanks to everyone who took part in our first “Holiday photo of the 
year” competition! As promised, here are the top 3 winning photos.

Photo 
competition 
2023
It’s really easy to take part:

 1  Upload your holiday picture sho-
wing a HINDERMANN camper van 
or car product to your Instagram or 
Facebook account.

 2  Tag HINDERMANN in your post.

 3  We will share your holiday photo 
on our social media channels.

The TOP 3 will be chosen at the 
end of 2023. 

The three winners can look forward 
to exclusive prizes from HINDER-
MANN’s product range. The prize-
winning holiday photos will also be 
featured in our 2024 manufacturer 
catalogue.

We look forward to receiving lots of 
exciting holiday photos!

THE FUN 
CONTINUES

Find us here on Instagram and Facebook

 instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann
 facebook.com/hindermann1949
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 Arkadiusz Wojciechowski @camperomania_pl with this brilliant 
winter shot with our front tarpaulin SUPRA

 Michael Spar @mit_jumbo_auf_tour with this great picture 
of our thermal window mat LUX with extension

 Sascha Sauerland @sunny_560skm with our sun protection 
mat SCREEN
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online!
Introducing our online channels
on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

Our mobile travel community is growing steadily. Get all the lat-
est Hindermann news online on our social media channels. Get 
in touch with us, leave your comments or send us questions that 
we will be happy to answer. Stay in the know 24/7!

Visit us on Facebook
 facebook.com/hindermann1949

Visit us on Instagram
 instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann

Visit us on YouTube
 youtube.com/@mobiles.reisen.hindermann1949
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Whether at the coast or in the mountains, block out  
the wind, so you no longer get cold feet and can make 
yourself really comfortable under the awning or in front 
of your motorhome!

Our windshields, RV skirting and wheel guards close  
up open spaces under caravans and campers and are 
easy to install and cut to size. Especially clever are our 
caravan cellars and organizer bags. They create storage 
space for all the practical necessities of everyday life!

Noticeable  
living comfort 
while traveling
Wind guards / RV skirting / wheel protection covers

p. 90 Wind guards  

p. 91–96 Floor skirts / fitted covers

p. 97–99 Wheel protection cover
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For camper and vans

HINDERMANN’s magnetic wind guard slows down unpleasant drafts under the camp-
er van reducing cold at your feet in the sitting area in front of the vehicle. The winter-
proof, fabric-enforced tarpaulin fits universally, is available in three sizes and can be 
shortened to the desired length. Special model for Ducato.

Living comfort under awning

Whether with or without an awning, the HINDERMANN floor skirt is a welcome protec-
tion against drafts in the sitting area in front of the caravan and blocks uncomfortable 
wind. Also ideal for permanent installation thanks to the keder solution and eyelets for 
fastening to the ground. Two materials in different lengths and heights available.

Highlights

 Watertight welded magnets
  Reinforced PVC eyelets for  

 fastening to the ground
  Universal size, can be  

 trimmed with scissors

Highlights

 Protects against drafts
 Universal fit, different lengths  

 and heights available
  Easy to install with keder  

 solution and reinforced PVC  
 eyelets for ground stakes

  Welded-on keder can be  
 individually shortened

 Individually combinable with  
 additional HINDERMANN  
 covers

 Watertight welded magnets Opening for steps specially for 
Fiat Ducato

Magnetic wind guard Floor skirts

 Easily trimmed to size

 Fastened to the ground with tent pegs Compatible with customized cover

 Counterpart for caravans with lowered 
door sill

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/ANEQ5

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/UMTqD

 1  Fitted cover (p. 92)

 1

Easy to shorten  
at both ends with 

strong scissors

Easy to shorten  
at both ends with 

strong scissors
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Full wheel arch cover

The HINDERMANN fitted cover is a full wheel arch 
cover. It protects against drafts and enables a uniform 
overall look to match the HINDERMANN floor skirts. 

Each cover is tailored to the welt tracks of the wheel 
arches of the respective caravan model – be it for a 
single axle or tandem axle. The height is a uniform 100 
cm. All models feature textile piping. Non-corrosive 
PVC eyelets for ground stakes are sewn in along the 
bottom edge.

Fitted cover
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 Fastens to the ground Also for tandem axle

Accessories

Velcro fastening 
for fitted covers

Two-piece set, for connecting  
HINDERMANN customized cover  
with HINDERMANN floor skirt (p. 91),  
or HINDERMANN caravan cellar (p. 96)

Fitted cover is pulled into the  
keder rail using the attached keder.

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/QDE6g
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 1  Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS (p. 12)

 1

1
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Extra storage space – dry and clean

Added storage space under the caravan thanks to secure and watertight storage 
pockets welded to the floor skirt. A double zipper allows for convenient access. Cross 
ventilation is built into every pocket to prevent condensation. 

Use the HINDERMANN caravan cellar pocket under your vehicle as a cool and hy-
gienic storage space for food, drinks, toys or other things like shoes and boots. 

Because the textile fastening keder is welded on, the skirt can be cut to size from 
either end using a robust pair of scissors.

 Storage bags with double zipper  Lockable

Caravan cellar
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For caravans

HINDERMANN’s wheel area cover for 
trailers is made of light gray, fab-
ric-enforced, winterproof tarpaulin 
material, manufactured for a uni-
versal fit – can be shortened to the 
desired length as needed. It is at-
tached via a keder system and stakes 
through the reinforced PVC eyelets. 
Used separately, the protective cov-
er also safeguards the tires against 
intensive sun and UV radiation.

Wheel area cover 
STANDARD

 Easy to install thanks to built-in keder

Practical accessory  

 Size of each pocket: approx. 80 x 35 x 35 cm (W x D x L)

Highlights

 Compatible with HINDERMANN  
 customized covers and the HINDERMANN  
 wheel area cover STANDARD

    Winterproof quality
    Included textile keder
  Adaptable with scissors
  Reinforced PVC eyelets for ground stakes

 Cross ventilation is built into every pocket 
to prevent condensation

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/0zpp4

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/DN3sz

Easy to shorten  
at both ends with 

strong scissors

Easy to shorten  
at both ends with 

strong scissors
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Different sizes

Under the cover made of high-quality 
imitation leather upholstery, the spare 
tire and wheel rim are well protected 
against dirt and sun rays. For use out-
side the vehicle, the black protective 
cover is UV-stabilized. In the storage 
space and rear garage, the spare 
wheel is protected during loading and 
unloading. The built-in strong elastic 
band helps while pulling cover over 
and provides a secure hold. 

Spare wheel cover

Protects tyres against sunlight

The HINDERMANN wheel protection 
cover REFLEX has a reflective front 
surface that protects against strong 
sunlight, reduces tyre warming and 
prevents premature ageing of rubber 
and casing. The three-dimensional 
design ensures that the tread and 
sidewall are completely covered. The 
cover cannot slip off and can be fitted 
in an instant. Universal sizes to fit 
cars, caravans or motorhomes.

 Fastened to the ground Fits perfectly

Wheel protection 
cover STANDARD

 Strong elastic band  Secure hold

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/z6sHS

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/qzrIm

Wheel protection 
cover REFLEX

Made of film

For caravans and mobile homes. 
Protects tires from the sun’s rays,  
a three-dimensional design ensures  
the tread and the front are fully cov-
ered and the cover cannot slide off.

 Fits perfectly  Fastened to the ground

Highlights

 Protects tires from sun rays
 Three-dimensional, tread and front  

 completely covered
 Built-in eyelets for ground stakes

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/NmE8u

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.

A new version 
of this product is 
available. You can 
find all versions 

online.
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Travelers are individualists. Keep clutter at bay on your 
holidays to allow more time for the nicer things in life – 
camping in style and comfort with all of your favourite 
things neatly stored right where you need them. 

Versatile, flexible and well thought-out, our storage 
systems, organizers and bags create practical places 
to store clothing, equipment or valuable accessories. 
Excellent access via sturdy zippers, reinforced zones 
for reliable durability and firm stability thanks to Velcro 
straps or snap fasteners. Finally, everything is safely 
protected in its place and quickly at hand on site.

Love of keeping 
order knows no 
bounds
Organizing systems / bags

p. 102–109 Bags

p. 112–115 Organizers
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With an upholstered finish

With this HINDERMANN transport 
bag, the mobile satellite antenna can 
be safely transported and stored. 
It provides protection against dust, 
moisture and impact.

Protects against moisture,  
sand and dirt

Custom transportation and stor-
age bag made of robust winterproof 
lightweight tarpaulin material. The 
HINDERMANN generator bag can be 
closed with the two-way zipper.

Easy to clean

This HINDERMANN carry bag can be 
used not only for the discrete trans-
port of the waste tank at the camp-
site. Because of its new near wa-
tertight design, the bag can also be 
used as a beach bag for wet items, 
e.g. towels or children’s toys.

Transport bag for 
satellite systems

Carry bag for 
waste tanks Generator bag

Fits perfectly to 
models listed

Fits perfectly to  
models listed (see online 
product page)

Waterproof bag can 
also be used as a 
beach bag

Highlights

 Padded version made of durable  
 polyester material

 Safeguards against dust, moisture, impact
 Fits perfectly to models listed

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/xnTaY

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/K7lTf

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/jkxKO

With a robust webbing strap

HINDERMANN tent storage bag is  
a spacious, high-quality storage bag 
made of durable, breathable mesh  
flex fabric – with a robust webbing 
shoulder strap. Available in two  
different sizes, with a lenght of 130 cm.

Tent storage bag 
made of mesh  
flex fabric

 Robust, breathable mesh 
fabric

 Zipper reaches over both 
sides

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/wHyMu
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Made of robust nylon material

HINDERMANN’s on-board bag ensures 
that you always have all documents 
relevant to the vehicle quickly to hand 
in an organized storage, e.g. logbooks, 
test certificates, warranty cards, acci-
dent or breakdown cover, accessories 
catalog etc. The zipper covering the 
fold-over cover ensures that nothing 
can fall out. Important contacts at 
hand? The transparent pocket offers 
space for business cards, too!

Double-layered base

The HINDERMANN rod bag is a light-
weight storage bag made of a durable  
woven polyester fabric. What makes 
this bag special is its base made of 
a double layer of tarpaulin material 
with added reinforcement. This allows 
the storage bag to be stored upright 
too, without the tips damaging the 
base. With a robust webbing shoulder 
strap and a drawstring.

On-board bagRod bag

 Sewn-on clear pocket  High capacity

Durable polyester 
fabric, floor made of 
double-layer tarpaulin 
material
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ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/8Kp14

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/pqTlo

With fastening belt

HINDERMANN‘s cable reel bag is a 
practical storage place that protects 
cable reels from moisture, dirt and 
sand (not waterproof). Thanks to the 
four-way zipper, the carry handle is 
accessible and the cable can be fed 
through the bag. An additional side 
opening with a cover strap allows for 
connection to the main supply. This 
protects the cable reel and keeps it 
ready to hand during outdoor use.

Cable reel bag

 Custom fit  Cord port

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/CxAs9
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With an adjustable shoulder strap

Not only is this shoulder bag the 
perfect travel accessory for excur-
sions, it’s also useful for shopping, 
safe storage of cables and monitors, 
or even on the way to the office. The 
all-rounder bag is perfect for trans-
porting toys too. The bags are padded  
and offer the perfect protection 
against dust, moisture and impact. 

Made of soft leatherette

The soft textile interior protects the 
monitor against scratches. Practical 
not only in your vehicle, but also in 
the home office.

All-rounder bagMonitor cover

 Soft textile interior protects monitor against scratches  Also suitable for monitors  Adjustable shoulder strap

Made of high-quality polyester fabric

Store your needed utensils securely during travel. HINDERMANN’s multi-storage 
container for the rear garage is newly developed and can be used multiple ways. For 
example, horizontally to ideally transport baskets and boxes and have them easily ac-
cessible. Or vertically, to store loose items securely. When the multi-storage container 
is not being used, it can be folded together, saving space.

Multi-storage container for the rear garage
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 Half rings for attaching

 Size according to needs. In the narrow version 
(bottom left), the multi-storage container has 
two compartments; the wide version (left) has 
three. The size of the compartments is compat-
ible with the well-known Meori boxes. The mul-
ti-storage container needs contact to the ground 
and cannot be installed suspended in air.

107

Highlights

 Dust protection made of soft imitation  
 leather

 Soft fabric inside
 Protects monitor against scratches

Highlights

 Can be used lying or  
 standing

 Made of high-quality, black  
 polyester fabric

  Half rings are hooked on  
 for attaching

    Attachment also possible 
with LOXX snaps 
  Works with Meori storage  

 boxes 

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/mmA1p

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/pOIab

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/m5VVp



Padded compartmentalized storage

Compared with the standard version, HINDERMANN’s padded storage space bag 
PREMIUM has two additional middle walls. This way, your camping furniture is always 
easily accessible and can be stored at night or when traveling on in its regular place 
in the vehicle. Thanks to its clever features with straps and LOXX press studs, HIN-
DERMANN’s storage space bag can be attached in the rear garage or transported as 
needed.

Storage space bag PREMIUM
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With outer net pocket

With this transportable storage space, your camping furniture is always on hand and 
securely housed in your vehicle. The bag features five laterally attached tabs with 
enclosed loose LOXX press studs which provide a secure hold for the HINDERMANN 
storage space bag attached to the side wall of the storage space. 

 Practical carrying strap  Meshed pocket on the outside

 Two padded compartment dividers

 Practical carrying strap

 Attached with LOXX press studs to 
vehicle wall

 Attached with LOXX press studs to 
vehicle wall

 Zippers make loading and unloading easy

Storage space bag
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Highlights

 Padded, robust, black  
 polyester fabric protects  
 camping furniture

 For use on right or left side  
 of vehicle

 Quickly at hand, easy  
 handling via zippers

 Carrying straps for transport
 Detachable meshed pocket  

 on the outside

Highlights

 Padded, robust, black  
 polyester fabric protects  
 camping furniture

 Additional padded  
 compartments

 Quick at hand, easy  
 handling via zippers

 For use on right or left side  
 of vehicle

 Carrying straps for transport

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/bS2Bg

ONLINE 

Model variants and  
article numbers

 lmy.de/7CQOm
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 1  Storage bag (p. 113)
 2  Organizer bag (p. 112)
 3  Cable drum bag (p. 104)

 1

 2

 3
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Made of top-quality leatherette

High durability thanks to the com-
bination of woven tarpaulin and 
top-quality leatherette and a high 
degree of usefulness and storage 
volume are what sets the HINDER-
MANN organizer pocket apart. 

And it all comes down to the right 
dimensions. We’ve got organizers 
tailored to your every need – whether  
it’s in your motorhome, caravan, 
awning, boat or at home. Woven tar-
paulin in light gray, leatherette bags 
in graphite gray. Incl. clothes hanger.

Made of breathable non-woven

Creating practical solutions for stor-
age, organizing and tidying, whether 
you’re on a camping holiday or at 
home. 

The HINDERMANN dirty laundry bag 
has a hanger and a zipper along the 
bottom edge for quick emptying.

Made of top-quality leatherette

High durability thanks to the com-
bination of woven tarpaulin and 
top-quality leatherette as well as 
a high degree of usefulness and 
storage volume are what sets the 
HINDERMANN shoe bag apart. Incl. 
clothes hanger.

Organizer pocketShoe bag Dirty laundry bag
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Additional clothes 
hanger provides  
extra stability

Zippers open bag at 
top and bottom
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Can also be worn as a backpack

For the safe storage and conven-
ient transportation of HINDER-
MANN products, e.g. thermal mats, 
bike protective covers (e.g. size 2), 
SUPRA vehicle tarpaulins made of 
Tyvek® and much more. With sewn-
in draw cord and stopper for closing.  
These universal 
HINDERMANN  
storage bags  
ensure you always 
have everything 
at hand and can 
transport your 
items conveniently.

Storage bag

 Universal sizes

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/6nTSi

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/eKKLG

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/5YY3A

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/Pp21v
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With reinforced shelves

Creating practical solutions for storage, 
organizing and tidying, whether you’re 
on a camping holiday or at home. With 
reinforced shelves, these all-rounders 
enable the divided storage of t-shirts, 
hand towels, toys, shoes, magazines, 
books and/or glasses.

HINDERMANN lives up to its quality 
standards by offering the camper prac-
tical details, like reinforced shelves, a 
breathable and thicker NON-WOVEN 
material as well as the hanging loop with 
Velcro fastening.

These new all-rounders from HINDER-
MANN can be turned into shelves or a 
cabinet in no time and, thanks to their 
flexible side walls, they can be pressed 
together like an accordion and put away 
to create more space.

 All hanging shelves can 
be folded up to save space

 Velcro-equipped strap for 
hanging on clothes rail

Highlights

 Well-organized and orderly
 Breathable non-woven material
 Reinforced floors, additional storage space
 Hanger loops including Velcro fastener
 Flexible side walls
 Can be folded together, saving space
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Front sealable with zipper

In HINDERMANN’s hanging wardrobe 
you can carefully store your clothes 
in the awning or at home. Hung up 
on a tent rod, open shelf or clothes 
rack, the hanging wardrobe creates 
an airy, but dust-free, closed-off 
storage space where clothes can 
kept separate from other gear.  
Garments can be hung on the inte- 
grated clothes rail.

The practical helper

Small everyday items such as spec-
tacles or phones can be stowed in a 
HINDERMANN Velcro organizer. With 
its Velcro strip fastening, the organ-
izer is easy to attach to or detach 
from the HINDERMANN rear door 
insulation PREMIO. 
 
Suitable for: HINDERMANN rear door 
insulation, for example (p. 32–33).

Hanging wardrobe

 Hanger loops  Ventilation opening

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/UinyB

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/cATof

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/zO9zs

Velcro organizer
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Hanging shelfHanging shelf
Two boxesNarrow
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Customizing a motorhome or converting a VW bus into 
a camping bus – do-it-yourselfers enthusiastically bring 
their ideas to life with their own hands and skills. Their 
work is rewarded with a perfect setup for their RV travel.

Our HINDERMANN product accessories are suitable for 
customized extensions and always offer extra features. 
Those who want to start from scratch and take complete  
charge of their van conversion will benefit from our  
DIY sets. These items are particularly well suited for  
DIY conversion.

Support for  
DIY enthusiasts
Accessories and DIY sets

p. 118–122 Accessories

p. 122–123 DIY conversion

116 117Product catalogue
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Water runs off better

HINDERMANN Gable profiles for 
motorhomes and caravans help water 
run off from protective covers or roof 
tarpaulins and prevent or reduce any 
potential water pooling. The two-part 
gable profile with dovetail connection 
consists of weather-resistant, solid 
PE foam that does not absorb water.

Secure is secure

Fastening belts for protective covers 
or roof tarpaulins are the means of 
choice when winterproofing RVs and 
motorhomes at the end of the season.  
Various sets of belts in different 
lengths with hooks or side-squeeze 
buckles are available.

Gable profiles Fastening belts

 Straps with side-squeeze 
buckles

 Holes for guide rod  View when in use  Straps with hooks at both 
ends
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Useful extras

HINDERMANN’s corner protectors 
hold the lashing straps securely in 
place and distribute the tensioning 
force evenly along the sensitive bot-
tom edge of the vehicle.

Corner protectors

 Detail view, corner protectors in use

Gentle and sturdy

HINDERMANN’s spacers guide the 
tensioning belts on covers and roof 
tarpaulins along the sides of the 
vehicles.

Spacer

 Detail view, spacers in use

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/dxjkQ

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/csYQP

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/Rg0A0

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/yS0cD
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Simply pull on and off

HINDERMANN’s window film  
makes it easy to protect RV windows 
against scratches. Just apply it  
directly from the roll over the plastic 
window and it will hold on its own. 
When using the vehicle again, it’s 
just as easily removed.

Protective film  
for windows

 Simple attachment without any adhesives
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Universal application

Snap-on hooks on both ends and two 
lengths to choose from. The stur-
dy HINDERMANN rubber tension-
ers should be part of any camping 
equipment and are truly champions 
in compensating tensile forces when 
attaching, tightening and securing 
tarpaulins and protective covers.

Tight connection

Attach securely and easily open 
again. The clever security snap fas-
tener with a flexible interior is suit-
able for almost all applications and 
can withstand the strongest loads. 
To attach, push the top on the bot-
tom part, to unlock simply pull the 
top off (Made in Germany). Glue or 
screw? Plate and screw give you the 
choice!

Rubber tensionersLOXX press studs

 Individual pieces  Available at a length of 80 cm or 27.5 cm Press stud

With robust clip-on eyelets

Transparent suction cup with  
knurled nut and reinforcing plate. 
Its outstanding durability has been 
proven over and over. With sturdy 
clip-on eyelets and holding knob.

Suction cup  
fasteners

 Without knob  With knob

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/5Lk2L

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/YkLvz

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/RGzQ7

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/QEr53
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For the interior

Extensive DIY set for outfitting on 
your own: this high-quality thermal 
material is reflective and aluminized 
on the outside, has an insulating 8 
mm PU foam inner layer and a com-
fortable surface towards the inside 
of the vehicle. The material can be 
cut to the right size with scissors or 
a knife and has proven itself for years 
in HINDERMANN’s thermal curtains.

Available as yard goods

The thermal film consists of composite 
bubble-wrap with aluminized polyester 
film on both sides that is suitable for 
protection against both cold and heat. 
To prevent the vehicle interior from 
heating up, it can also be used to re-
flect sunrays.  For insulating roofs and 
floors in tents, windows in camper vans, 
motorhomes, boats or in houses.

For inside and out

Aluminum coated on one side, the 
thermal film is suitable for both in-
side and outside areas and is a uni-
versal material for insulating inside 
and outside the vehicle. The material 
can be cut to size with scissors or a 
knife and is ideal for window mats, 
coverings and thermal insulation. 

Covered with polyester fabric

For your own creations and repairs, 
we have a large selection of keders 
covered with polyester fabric with 
the exception of PVC keders. Awning, 
protective film or floor skirt materials 
can be sewn on with regular sewing 
machines. A diameter of 7 mm usually 
fits on every keder track. Special types 
such as double keders are useful, for 
example, for adapting solutions. 

Keder

 Also available in white  Binding tape and  
suction cup

 Multifunctional keder  3 mm thick

3 mm thick, cut from 
rolled goods

Thermal velour  
with 8 mm PU foam

Thermal velour set
PREMIO

Thermal film 
FOUR SEASONS

Thermal film set 
FOUR SEASONS

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/CSNJi

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/lN5VR

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/xgFOU

ONLINE 

Model variants and article numbers

 lmy.de/ZR6SR



HINDERMANN – since 1949
HINDERMANN plastic processing – our name stands for quality, as it has 
done for more than 70 years. We are a German family company based in 
Delbrück, Westphalia, where we develop our brand-name “Made in Ger-
many” products. We are a high-performance, progressive, consistently 
customer-oriented specialist manufacturer of flexible insulation covers 
made of plastic and other technical materials. Our innovative strength is 
underlined by numerous utility model rights granted by the German Pat-
ents and Brands Authority DPMA and our close collaboration with repu-
table vehicle manufacturers.
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Precision manufacturing with finesse 

Our production facilities combine 
the precision of human craftsman-
ship and state-of-the art machine 
technology. A delicate human touch, 
high-quality materials and innovative 
processing technology form a reli-
able alliance. The various industries 
we serve appreciate the value of our 
leading products and ground-break-
ing solutions.
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German brand-name quality 

At HINDERMANN, we stand for traditional 
craftsmanship. In the past few decades, 
we have risen to the challenges of the 
markets, optimized our production and 
forged ahead with innovative manufac-
turing technology. This knowledge is the 
basis of our strength today – and the 
cornerstone of HINDERMANN’s proverbial 
quality.
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A strong team

Innovative processes and modern machinery are our mainstay, 
but – whether it is a question of personal customer advice, prod-
uct development or serial manufacturing – we still believe in us-
ing the best resource that nature has to offer: the unique human 
spirit! Our employees are the beating heart of our business. LEARN MORE ON OUR SITE

 hindermann.de/en/company
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p. 6 Thermal protection

Front mats

p. 8 Sun protection mat SCREEN

p. 9 Sun protection mat SCREEN universal

p. 12 Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS

p. 13 Exterior insulation mat FOUR SEASONS universal

p. 14 Thermal window mat CLASSIC 

p. 15 Screen insert CLASSIC

p. 16 Thermal window mat LUX

p. 18 Extension module LUX DUO

p. 19 Screen insert LUX

Exterior insulation

p. 22 Thermal tarpaulin LUX

p. 23 Thermal mat FOUR SEASONS

p. 25 Thermal dog mat

Interior insulation

p. 26 Inside insulation mat TRAVEL

p. 27 Inside insulation mat PREMIO

p. 28 Thermal separation curtain PREMIO

p. 28 Thermal curtain PREMIO

p. 29 Footwell insulation PREMIO

p. 31 Sliding door insulation PREMIO

p. 31 Thermal protection steering wheel

p. 32 One-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

p. 33 Two-piece rear door insulation PREMIO

Product overview
p. 34 Protective covers

Bicycle protection

p. 36 Protective bicycle cover BASIC ZWOO 

p. 37 Protective bicycle cover CONCEPT ZWOO

p. 38 Bicycle protection cover CITY

p. 39 Protective bicycle cover UNIVERSAL ZWOO

p. 40 Protective bicycle cover PROFESSIONAL

p. 41 Protective padding BIKE

SUPRA made of Tyvek®

p. 44 Front tarpaulin SUPRA universal

p. 45 Front tarpaulin SUPRA

p. 46 Driver‘s cab jacket SUPRA 

p. 47 Roof tarpaulin SUPRA

p. 48 Front tarpaulin SUPRA

Wintertime

p. 50 Vehicle cover WINTERTIME

p. 52 Roof tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

p. 53 Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

p. 54 Front tarpaulin WINTERTIME 

p. 55 Driver‘s cab jacket WINTERTIME 

Protective covers for outside

p. 56 Tow bar covers

p. 56 Tow bar cover DELUXE

p. 58 Protective cover for air conditioners

p. 58 Protective cover for roof windows

p. 59 Hail protection cover for roof windows

p. 59 Hail protection cover for satellite dish

Protective covers for inside

p. 60 Insect curtain

p. 62 Slipcover for cab seats

p. 63 Throw cover for cab seats

p. 63 Caravan bottom front protection
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p. 88 Wind guard  

p. 90 Magnetic wind guard

p. 91 Floor skirts

p. 92 Fitted cover

p. 96 Caravan cellar

p. 97 Wheel area cover STANDARD

p. 98 Wheel protection cover STANDARD

p. 99 Wheel protection cover REFLEX

p. 99 Spare wheel cover

p. 100 Organizing systems 

Bags

p. 102 Carry bag for waste tanks

p. 102 Transport bag for satellite systems

p. 103 Generator bag

p. 103 Tent storage bag made of mesh flex fabric

p. 104 Cable reel bag

p. 105 Rod bag

p. 105 On-board bag

p. 106 Monitor cover

p. 106 All-rounder bag

p. 107 Multi-storage container for the rear garage

p. 108 Storage space bag

p. 109 Storage space bag PREMIUM

Organizers

p. 112 Shoe bag

p. 112 Organizer pocket

p. 113 Dirty laundry bag

p. 113 Storage bag

p. 114 Hanging shelf without boxes

p. 114 Hanging shelf two boxes

p. 115 Velcro organizer

p. 115 Hanging wardrobe

p. 116 DIY conversion 

Accessories

p. 118 Gable profiles

p. 118 Corner protectors

p. 119 Spacers

p. 119 Fastening belts

p. 120 Protective film for windows

p. 120 Suction cup fasteners

p. 121 LOXX press studs

p. 121 Rubber tensioners

p. 122 Keder

DIY conversion

p. 122 Thermal velour set PREMIO

p. 123 Thermal film set FOUR SEASONS

p. 123 Thermal film FOUR SEASONS

You can also find us at:

 hindermann.de/en
 mobiles-reisen.hindermann.de/en
 instagram.com/mobiles.reisen.hindermann
 facebook.com/hindermann1949
 youtube.com/@mobiles.reisen.hindermann1949

Legal notice

Picture credit: HINDERMANN / Client
S.66/67 ©LMC, S.74/75 ©Nova Meierhenrich
Not liable for infringement on image and 
trademark rights as well as errors, product 
and technical changes.

Sales exclusively through specialist dealers.



HINDERMANN GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 6
33129 Delbrück

Germany

T +49 5250 98570
info@hindermann.de

www.hindermann.de


